
 
 

 
CONFIDENTIAL 

InvestH2O 2018 Forum: Call to Action Framework 
“Investing in Resiliency: From Lessons Learned, After Action Reports to Innovations”  

 
Focus of Forum’s Theme 

• Drought, flood, fire, earthquake, cyber-threat, and demand for uninterruptible supply of water 
across communities and industries requires a new approach among federal-state-local 
government officials, private sector executives, technology firms, engineering and technical 
expertise, investment and venture capitalist, entrepreneurs and inventors, regional organizations, 
and non-traditional community leaders.  

• A Framework for National and Regional Water Resiliency leverages extensive data and 
information collection over the past decade, more current lessons-learned, and awareness of 
challenges that remain in water-related incidents that continue to cause loss of life, assets, 
economic well-being, business continuity, and financial stability.  

• From public utilities to industrial facilities, from neighborhoods to river authorities – Texas’ 
nearly 15,000 water operations coupled with counterparts in the Southwest US and the Gulf 
Coast provide unique proving grounds for aligning technology products and services, innovative 
practices and design, and public-private partnership resources.  

 
Objectives of Forum 

• Convene the best minds from across the US and around the world on water-related resiliency 
technologies, integrated solutions, project development, and new public-private partnership 
models to address ongoing challenges due to drought, flood, cyber security, fire, earthquake, and 
the demand for uninterruptible supplies by communities and industries 

• Focus on converting years of federal-state-local After-Action reports and corporate Lesson-
Learned studies into actionable investments, and advance known AND undiscovered 
technologies and innovations by leveraging under-utilized assets, expertise, resources 

• Organize action-teams to engage public agency, industry organization, industry sector 
resources (expertise, decision-makers, resources) aligned around a common Framework and Call 
to Action 

 
Understanding Drivers for A 21st Century Framework 

• At a simple level, communities and industries alike are and will continue to be impacted by 
persistent drought and flood – citizens and their communities seek fortified infrastructure and 
sources of water during weather-events and incidents, while oil and gas, food and beverage, 
advanced manufacturing, and other employers seek uninterruptible supplies.  

• In turn, periodic fires and earthquakes demand water or limit quality during and post-disaster; 
cyber threat and critical infrastructure challenges generate unexpected damage and loss of 
confidence. 

• Regardless if the issues are quantity or quality, source or disposal, known or unknown affects – 
“water” has become a common thread for resiliency at national and regional levels. Though 
fragmented across agencies, programs, roles and responsibilities, the demand for safe, secure, 



and consistent supply of water has never been higher. By sparking technological invention and 
innovation, entrepreneur and investment, public and private platforms for partnership – the 
significant opportunity for new products and services, insight and actionable intelligence, design 
and application necessitates a transformation from response to preparedness, from insurance-
driven to economic and societal benefit. (see www.InvestH2O.com for Resiliency Report 
Curation) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intended Impacts 

• Form unique risk-mitigating collaborations and near-term projects for a 21st century model of 
preparedness rather than response as a result of historical, current water-events and incidents 

• Create models and platforms for fast-paced demonstration and deployment of integrated 
solutions across silos of operations, roles, geographies 

• Spark a “Best Level One” Water Resiliency Measurement Tool by building upon prior efforts, yet 
concentrated on measurable performance, risk-mitigating metrics, economic and societal affects 

 

Call to Action: Potential Outcomes 
• Launch the first-in-the Nation Technology-Innovation Hub for Water Resilience to assess, 

demonstrate and deploy real-time packaged solutions of equipment, expertise, resources under 
emergency purchase-order approval 

• Within the Hub, create accelerators and test-bed projects for aligning next-generation scientific, 
technical, engineered, and innovative solutions across various common challenges, and build 
upon current and evolving consortia of public-private sector enhanced preparedness 

• Train and certify a new generation of water-related preparedness talent among high school, 
community and vocational schools, four-year institutions to design and manage resilience-focused 
operations, practices, and technology-driven initiatives 

• Connect critical infrastructure assets in a region – for example utilities, transport, logistics, 
supply-chains – to public-private platform to leverage capacity, resources, and equipment for 
advanced deployment in preparedness to neighborhood, community, institutional, and industry 
health, safety, and continuity. (e.g. coordinate AWWA’s WARN and SplashLink’s ECHO digital 
systems, create a resiliency innovators and investors “fund”, engage off-grid inventors and citizen-
preparedness in sub-regional applied project development, form just-in-time inventory and 
delivery of equipment and expertise with pre-approved emergency purchase-order designation) 
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SUGGESTIONS/COMMENTS/NOTES:  


